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Much ado about nothing? Representations

and realities of online soliciting of children

Yvonne Jewkes*
University of Leicester, Department of Criminology, The Friars, 154 New Walk, Leicester

LE1 7QA, UK

Abstract This paper is concerned with where the public’s ideas come from about online risks to

children and young people. Combining perspectives from criminology, sociology and media studies, it

will be argued that as a culture we are confused about childhood and hold on to highly ambiguous

ideas about children and sexuality. Further, despite the media’s inclination to present adult attraction

to children as a uniquely ‘‘modern’’ phenomenon, conflicting notions of childhood have always

underpinned social and legal norms and were particularly salient in Victorian society. More recently,

at precisely the same time as individuals have retreated from public spheres to the ‘‘security’’ of

domestic and privatized spaces, we have seen the emergence of one of the most feared phenomena of the

age: the online sexual abuse of children.

Keywords Child sexual abuse; ‘‘grooming’’; internet; media; moral panic; social retreat

Introduction

Research into online sexual abuse of children, both producing, downloading and distributing

pornographic images, and online soliciting and ‘‘grooming’’ (that is, the seduction of children

over the internet with intent to obtain underage sex), has been dominated by applied and

clinical psychology; most notably the pioneering research of the COPINE project (Combating

Paedophile Information Networks in Europe) at University College Cork. These studies have

been immensely useful in extending our knowledge about effective risk assessment and

therapeutic treatment for offenders, and in helping us to understand the demographics,

characteristics and motivations of individuals who use the internet for the sexual exploitation

and abuse of children. There have also been a smaller number of contributions from

criminology and socio-legal studies which have reviewed the issue from within a criminological

framework (e.g. Beech et al., 2008) or examined the difficulties associated with policing child

sex abuse (Jewkes, 2010; Jewkes & Andrews, 2005, 2007). This paper, however, is concerned

with where the public’s ideas come from about online risks to children and young people.

Combining perspectives from criminology, sociology and media studies, it will be argued that

as a culture we are confused about childhood and hold on to highly ambiguous ideas about

children and sexuality. Further*despite the media’s inclination to present adult attraction to

children as a uniquely ‘‘modern’’ phenomenon, symptomatic of the decline of moral authority
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and growing evidence of the ‘‘evil’’ that besets society*conflicting notions of childhood have

always underpinned social and legal norms. Particularly salient in Victorian times, ‘‘new’’

technologies such as the camera, together with the growing commercialization of cultural life,

made the circulation and presentation of sexualized images of children relatively common-

place. The paper will discuss this historical context briefly, arguing that, despite the

continuities and consistencies in attitudes to childhood, modern media reporting has been

instrumental in reshaping the experience of childhood into a largely private existence in order

to keep children ‘‘safe’’ from strangers; a trend that has accelerated since the mid-1990s.

Ironically, at precisely the same time as individuals have retreated from public spheres to the

‘‘security’’ of domestic and privatized spaces, we have seen the emergence of one of the most

feared phenomena of the age; the online sexual abuse of children. We will consider the paradox

of social retreat to and from the internet, discuss mediated representations of the risks posed by

the internet to young users and examine whether the extent and tone of media coverage of child

sex abuse skews public perceptions of the ‘‘paedophile’’ [It should be noted that throughout

this article the terms ‘‘paedophile’’ and ‘‘paedophilia’’ appear in quotation marks to emphasize

that their popular, cultural usage (for example in the media) differs from, and is broader than,

the precise definition offered by the APA Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders

(DSM-IV). The latter defines paedophilia as an erotic preference for prepubescent children*

that is, those under 11 years of age. In common currency, ‘‘paedophile’’ refers to adults who are

sexually attracted to children of any age, including pubescents of 12 years or older. In

psychology these individuals are described more accurately as ‘‘hebephiles’’ (Blanchard et al.,

2009). A further point worth making at the outset is that, while the popular press refer

frequently to offenders as ‘‘convicted paedophiles’’, no such offence exists in law.] First,

however, we will explore why the media are so interested in stories that combine ‘‘sex’’, ‘‘risk’’

and ‘‘children’’ and with what consequences for childhood and social development.

Media interest and cultural hypocrisy

At the simplest level, stories about child sexual abuse and the internet have come to occupy a

unique place in the collective psyche because ‘‘sex’’, ‘‘risk’’ and ‘‘children’’ are three of the 12

cardinal news values that shape news production in the 21st century (Jewkes, 2004). Briefly,

to take each of these news values in turn; first, ‘‘sex’’ sells, and newspapers are commodities

like any other. While gratuitous titillation tends to be the preserve of the ‘‘red-tops’’, stories of

sexual deviance dominate the news agenda of the press more widely. Furthermore, articles

appear regularly which present almost pornographic representations of female victims of

crime with sustained and explicit reference to their sexualities and sexual histories. The

willingness of girls and young women to use the internet to explore their sexuality and present

aspects of their personalities (and indeed their bodies) that might otherwise be subjected to

greater levels of personal and public control provides easy fodder for the tabloids, even when

those individuals become victims of an offence as a result of their actions. Secondly, ‘‘risk’’ is a

concept that permeates life in the late-modern era. Society is obsessed with risk and all its

attendant notions, including risk assessment, risk management and risk avoidance. The new

vocabulary surrounding this ‘‘foxy but evocative term’’ (Leacock & Sparks, 2002, p. 199)

highlights a shift in perceptions of how risk should best be dealt with. Solutions to social

problems have come to be seen as matters of individual responsibility so, for example,

personal protection in cyberspace falls largely to parents to help their children to negotiate the

risks of the online world.

6 Y. Jewkes
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Thirdly, for the media ‘‘children’’ constitute a kind of cultural barometer with which the

health of society is measured, and when children and adolescents commit or are victims of very

serious offences the media tend to report events as indicative of a wider moral malaise. Philip

Jenkins (1992) goes so far as to argue that any crime can be lifted into news visibility if children

are associated with it, particularly those that deviate from the moral consensus, which ensure

the media’s commitment to what might be called ‘‘morality campaigns’’. This amounts to what

Jenkins describes as the ‘‘politics of substitution’’. In the 1970s, those who wished to denounce

and stigmatize homosexuality, the sale of pornography or religious deviation (for example,

Satanism) found little support in the prevailing moral climate; but the inclusion of children in

stories about these activities makes it impossible to condone them within any conventional

moral or legal framework. Thus, over the last 30 years we have witnessed a process of escalation

whereby morality campaigns are now directed ‘‘not against homosexuality but at paedophilia,

not pornography but child pornography, not Satanism but ritual child abuse’’ (Jenkins, 1992,

p. 11). The implication in this statement that these crimes are, to a great extent, manufactured

by the media to sell newspapers and gain public support for more repressive legislation is

contentious and, as we shall see later, may present only a partial picture, but a focus upon

children means indisputably that deviant behaviour automatically crosses a higher threshold of

moral opprobrium than is likely if adults alone are involved.

Nevertheless, there is a significant degree of cultural hypocrisy in our attitudes to sex, risk

and young people. The popular media conveys the behaviour of adults who are sexually

attracted to children and adolescents in unambiguously negative terms, but the reality of

adult�child relations is almost certainly more complex and more uncomfortable than such

black-and-white representations suggest, given the blurring of boundaries between expressions

of childhood and adult sexuality. The construction of the ‘‘paedophile’’ as society’s number one

folk devil arguably sits uncomfortably within a culture which, in other arenas (such as fashion,

beauty and art) fetishises youthful bodies. In February 2009, the Chief Executive of Consumer

Focus, a watchdog organization, reported that he had lobbied successfully for the withdrawal of

Playboy-themedmerchandise for schoolgirls from the shelves of high-street retailerWH Smith,

but remained concerned that T-shirts with slogans such as ‘‘sex kitten’’ and ‘‘flirt!’’ were still

being marketed to girls as young as six (Daily Mail, 10 February 2009). Similar causes for

concern included a Bratz doll with heavymake-up, a short skirt and stockings, aimed at children

as young as five; a pink and black lingerie set, including push-up bra, aimed at girls from age nine

and sold by Asda; and T-shirts sold by the clothes chain Next to girls from age six with slogans

such as ‘‘So many boys, so little time’’. Perhaps most blatantly symptomatic of the premature

sexualization and commodification of little girls’ bodies, however, was the ‘‘£50 pole-dancing

kit’’ being sold in the toy department of the biggestUK retailer, Tesco, whichwasmarketedwith

the caption: ‘‘Unleash the sex kitten inside . . . extend the Peekaboo pole inside the tube, slip on

the sexy tunes and away you go! Soon you’ll be flaunting it to the world and earning a fortune in

Peekaboo Dance Dollars’’ (Daily Mail, 24 October 2006). The kit*eventually withdrawn by

Tesco in the face of public condemnation and political pressure*comprised a chrome pole

extendible to 8? 6??, a ‘‘sexy dance garter’’ and a DVD demonstrating suggestive dance moves.

At the other extreme, fashion for adult women is perennially suggestive of a sexual

construction of childhood. For example, some of the spring/summer 2004 collections created

by the fashion houses of Paris andMilan were themed explicitly aroundNabokov’s novel Lolita,

the story of amiddle-agedman’s quest to seduce a 12-year-old girl. Commenting on the designs

of JohnGalliano, one newspaper summed up the ‘‘look’’ under the headline, ‘‘Lolita knocks our

socks off again’’: ‘‘This designer’s models came down the catwalk in quite the most fluffy

baby-doll dresses the world has ever seen. These were paired with bright white bobby socks . . .

andmatching silkMary-Jane shoes’’ (Independent, Review Section, 22April 2004, p. 14, cited in

Online soliciting of children 7
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Greer & Jewkes, 2005). Women in the pop music industry (and their management teams) are

similarly cognizant of the fact that connotations of pre-pubescent sex sell. For example, in the

Spice Girls’ heyday, ‘‘Baby Spice’’ Emma Bunton was photographed regularly in baby-doll

dresses, white socks or stockings with a lollipop in her mouth, while Britney Spears’ first global

chart-topper combined dubious lyrics (‘‘hit me baby one more time’’) with a provocative dance

routine by the 17-year-old dressed in school uniform. A similar, overtly sexual schoolgirl look

was also adopted by members of pop group Girls Aloud when they appeared in a 2007 re-make

of the film St Trinian’s.

As Silverman andWilson (2002) observe, the vogue for small girls to dress as adult women

and adult women to dress as small girls suggests that children carry a broad appeal to many

adults who are not paedophiles, and would frankly be offended by the suggestion. However,

commodities and marketing ploys such as those described above imply a high degree of

ambiguity in society’s attitudes to children and sexuality. In fact, as others (e.g. Pearson, 1983)

have pointed out, the origins of most contemporary concerns go back a considerable length of

time. Childhood itself is a social construction, subject to a continuous process of (re)invention

and (re)definition, and current ideas about children are underpinned subtly by the attitudes of

our forebears: among them, 18th-century romantic portrayals of childhood as a time of

innocence, the 19th-century dichotomy of the invention of childhood as a protected and

privileged status for middle-class children, while forced labour, disease, institutionalization,

crime and highly punitive systems of punishment were normal life experiences for working-class

children; and 20th-century conceptions of childhood as a potential site of psychological and

psychiatric problems.

More specifically, contemporary anxieties involving sex, risk and children have been well

rehearsed in this country for more than 100 years. Sexualized images of children were

relatively common among collectors in the Victorian era, when there was less public censure

regarding the sexualization of children (Pearsall, 1993). Famous children’s writers of the time,

J. M. Barrie (creator of Peter Pan) and Lewis Carroll (author of Alice In Wonderland), have

been subjected to revisionist scrutiny questioning the morality they displayed both in their

depictions of children in art and in their relationships with children in life. In the late 19th

century there was, for a few years, a ‘‘cult of little girls’’ (Sweet, 2001, p. 166) during which

the use of naked children by the growing advertising industry and on other commercial

products such as Christmas cards might be regarded as evidence of a (barely) repressed

paedophilia or, alternatively, as a logical*if somewhat sentimental*consequence of the

newly privileged status of children and childhood (Sweet, 2001). In short, Victorian ideas

about children and sexuality were as confused and as polarized as our own:

The romanticised images of children which enjoyed such a vogue in the mid- and

late-nineteenth century might now appear creepy and saccharine: Dodgson’s four

surviving child nudes; the Pears Soap child*half-boy, half-Bambi . . . Put these side by

side with those other familiar images of young Victorians*Thomas Barnardo’s

photographs of cadaverous street arabs, William Daniels’s pictures of starving match

girls*and they seem to articulate one of the key injustices with which the Victorians have

been charged: generating a sentimental eroticism around childhood at the same time as

enjoying the fruits of child labour*idealising the young but still expecting them to deliver

the coal. (Sweet, 2001, p. 166)

Meanwhile, the contemporary criminological concern with the trafficking of girls and young

women from Eastern Europe to the United Kingdom to work in the sex trade has parallels

with the work of political activists and reformers in Victorian England who, in 1879, set up the

London Committee for the Purposes of Exposure and Suppression of the Traffic in English

8 Y. Jewkes
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Girls for the Purposes of Continental Prostitution (Sweet, 2001). The establishment of this

snappily titled organization coincided with newspaper reports that English girls as young as 10

were being abducted and sold to brothel owners in Paris and Brussels for the enjoyment of

wealthy clients; a story which scandalized respectable Victorian society, popularized the term

‘‘white slave trade’’ and resulted in the age of consent being raised from 13 to 16 in the

Criminal Law Amendment Act (1885).

Nevertheless, stories concerning the sexual exploitation of children by adults are

presented commonly by today’s media as a uniquely modern concern and, arguably, have

resulted in unprecedented public anxiety. Online child pornography, the grooming of children

in chatrooms by predatory adults, and children who put themselves willingly at risk of

exploitation by engaging in sexually provocative online behaviour are never far from the top of

the news agenda and criminologists have continued to test the validity of Cohen’s (1972)

moral panic model in relation to the media reporting of child abusers and ‘‘paedophiles’’ (see

Jewkes, 2004 for an overview). The contradictory and conflicting representations of children

and childhood came together dramatically and forcefully in the mid-1990s when a wave of

hysteria directed at young joyriders, truants, drug users, burglars, gang members, sex

offenders and murderers (including that of two-year-old James Bulger in 1993 by two older

children) was followed by a competing dominant construction of children as impressionable

innocents who must be safeguarded from the new number one demons, ‘‘paedophiles’’.

The term ‘‘paedophile’’ first rose to public awareness in 1996 when the theme of

‘‘paedophiles in the community’’ swept across the United Kingdom, receiving extensive

coverage in both regional and national media (Kitzinger, 1999). There were several catalysts

for this sudden eruption of coverage. In the United Kingdom there had been a significant

increase in public awareness of cases being exposed which involved child sexual abuse in

residential child care homes and other institutions where children were supposed to be

protected. In Northern Ireland several cases of Catholic priests accused of sexual offences

against children made headlines and fuelled accusations of high-level cover-ups within the

church (Greer, 2003). Anxiety escalated in the autumn of 1996 when a released ‘‘paedophile’’

was charged with a series of child murders in Belgium, and again there were accusations of a

high-level cover-up, this time involving politicians, the police and civil servants. In the United

Kingdom the sexually motivated crimes of Fred and Rose West were uncovered, and 1996 was

also the year in which ‘‘Megan’s Law’’ was created in the United States following the rape and

murder two years earlier of seven-year-old Megan Kanka by a twice-convicted sex offender

who lived in the same street in New Jersey. These cases tapped into existing concerns in the

United Kingdom, where disquiet was already being expressed at the relatively lenient sentences

being handed down to some convicted child sexual abusers and their early release from prison.

As Kitzinger notes, the second half of the 1990s witnessed a confluence of events which

heightened public awareness of the problems associated with releasing convicted sex offenders

into communities, and put the popular press and their reading public on ‘‘paedophile alert’’

(1999, p. 213). However, it was not until the summer of 2000 that the hysteria over

‘‘paedophilia’’ reached its zenith with theNews of the World’s ‘‘naming and shaming’’ campaign

which, itself, was a response to the abduction and murder of eight-year-old Sarah Payne by an

individual with a previous conviction for abducting and sexually assaulting a nine-year-old girl.

Since that time, children (or, more accurately, the children of the middle classes) have arguably

been subjected to a greater degree of protective control and regulation than at any time

previously. But have our fears of crime and concerns for personal safety*especially the safety

of our children*been exaggerated and exacerbated by media hyperbole? And are the

consequences of society’s fears detrimental to the late-modern experience of childhood?

Online soliciting of children 9
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Social retreat

Anxieties about crime and safety generally have been significant factors in numerous forms of

social retreat, including the growing numbers of secure housing developments and gated

communities, ownership of four-wheel-drive vehicles (Lauer, 2005), the popularity of home

leisure systems including social gaming platforms, increasing numbers of consumers shopping

online, and many others. In short, many aspects of life have become isolated and atomized

activities. For young people new social trends, including the ubiquity of the internet and the

tendency for parents to accompany their children in all public spheres, constitute profound

changes in the way that identities are shaped and social skills learned. At the same time*and

partly as a consequence*of this privatization of social discourse and interaction, the internet

has become something of a scapegoat for a myriad of deviant human behaviours and

conditions, from sexual aggression and homicidal urges to attention deficit disorder and

obesity. Unsurprisingly, it is children and young people who are considered most vulnerable to

the potentially harmful effects of ‘‘new’’ media technologies and most likely to be victims of

predators wishing to exploit or abuse them.

One key aspect of this reorganization of the childhood and adolescent experience is the

privatization of leisure. As Furedi (1997, p. 115) observes, ‘‘roaming about with friends or

walking to and from school are becoming increasingly rare experiences’’. Adventure is, for

many children, a virtual pleasure; competitiveness is honed at the games console rather than

on the sports field; and sexual development occurs in chatrooms, on social networking sites

and via mobile phones. Internet technologies are ubiquitous for most young people: 91% of

16�21-year-olds have access to mobile phones, the internet and e-mail, with 55% of 11�

21-year-old males feeling unable to be without video games on playstations or personal

computers (Haste, 2005). Furthermore, 97% of all young people in the United Kingdom have

access to a computer that links to the internet (Haste, 2005), 94% go online from home and

many have multiple points of access, including from their mobile phones (Molloy, undated).

In addition, 22% of students report having their own webcam (Molloy, undated). Outside the

home, free wi-fi zones in coffee shops, university libraries and other public spaces are

becoming increasingly widespread. Social networking sites such as Bebo, MySpace, Facebook

and Twitter have led the revolution in how we communicate and interact with each other. So

integral to everyday life have these forums become (while retaining a degree of the novelty of

‘‘new’’ technology which, again, makes them intrinsically newsworthy) that rarely does a day

go by without the mainstream media reporting a major news story in relation to one of these

sites. Frequently, in fact, when a potentially newsworthy crime comes to light, journalists will

first check whether the victims and perpetrators have a profile on a social website to gain

insight into ‘‘private’’ facets of their lives and personalities.

Ironically, for children and young adults, denied many of the freedoms enjoyed by their

parents and grandparents in their own youth, the internet as a form of social retreat provides

certain freedoms*freedom of thought, freedom of expression, freedom to present an identity

or indeed a multitude of identities, a freedom of being*quite unlike anything they have at their

disposal in the physical world. Part of this freedom indisputably concerns sexual freedom. In

cyberspace identity is not fixed but is an ephemeral, fluid entity, open to constant negotiation,

change and manipulation. Disentanglement from the body allows the self to break free from

the usual constraints of corporeality which, in the physical world, may prevent individuals

from displaying aspects of their identities that would be discredited or disapproved of by

others (Jewkes & Sharp, 2003). This may be regarded as a positive characteristic of

cyberspace: it liberates people from the shackles that bind them in the physical world; but

at the same time, it may encourage users, including children and young people, to put

10 Y. Jewkes
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themselves at risk of victimization and engage in more ‘‘extreme’’ behaviours than they would

in the ‘‘real’’ world. For example, Kent police report that predatory adults are taking

advantage of the willingness of young people to experiment with their sexuality over the

internet by engaging in sexually explicit chat and by exposing their bodies in front of a

webcam (Molloy, undated).

A related phenomenon is ‘‘sexting’’, where an individual sends nude or suggestive photos

of themselves over their mobile phone. This new application of technology came to public

attention in 2008, when 18-year-old Jessica Logan committed suicide following months of

taunting and bullying after nude images of herself that she had sent to her boyfriend were

circulated, first across her Cincinnati high school and subsequently far beyond. In the United

States, a survey carried out by the National Campaign to Prevent Teen and Unplanned

Pregnancy (2009) found that one in five teenagers had sent or posted online nude or semi-nude

pictures of themselves and 39% had sent or posted sexually suggestive messages. So widely

reported has ‘‘sexting’’ become since (including stories of young celebrities who have found

their ‘‘private’’ photos posted online) that Australia’s state government of New South Wales

launched an education campaign in May 2009 to try to educate young people about the

dangers of the practice and warn them of the consequences which can include bullying,

harassment, sexual assault and, in the case of Jessica Logan, suicide.

The apparent willingness of children to take risks with their online activities, in part

because of the restrictions imposed on their outdoor freedoms, is highlighted with alarming

frequency in the popular media. Child psychologist, Tanya Byron, writes an advice column for

the Times and was asked for help by a reader in a letter that began thus:

For the past two years my 14-year-old daughter has been using the internet to

communicate with men in an illicitly sexual fashion. When this first came to my attention

I got the police involved. They spoke to my daughter about the dangers and left it at that.

She is now not allowed on the computer unless I am present. Earlier this year she bought

herself an internet-enabled mobile phone from which she has access to instant messaging.

I recently caught her having the same type of conversation again . . . (Byron, 2009,

unpaginated)

In another case, police investigating a sexual assault on a 13-year-old girl in Nuneaton said they

were exploring whether there was a connection between the attack and the fact that she

described herself on her webpage as a ‘‘Bebo whore’’ (Sunday Mercury, 14 April 2008). New

communications technologies have also reportedly facilitated novel kinds of aggressive

and sexually aggressive behaviours among children and young people, including sexual

cyber-bullying. Again, to give a couple of illustrative examples, Devon and Cornwall police

report that children as young as 10 are posing as predatory ‘‘paedophiles’’ on internet

networking sites to frighten other children with whom they have fallen out (Guardian, 10 April

2008) and there have been numerous reported cases of sexually assaults by school-aged children

which have been filmed and distributed via mobile phones. In a survey by Kent Constabulary,

25% of young people between the ages of 11 and 19 years reported that they had been

threatened or bullied via their computers or mobile telephones, including death threats

(Molloy, undated).

It is impossible to assess to what extent these cases are isolated or atypical, but their very

existence counters the dominant understanding of offender behaviour from clinical

psychology which suggests a model of internet use as an illness or pathology and relegates

it to an extreme end of a continuum of behaviour (Quayle & Taylor, 2003). Children have

always bullied and their sexual experimentation has always, on occasion, had a dark side. In

his partially autobiographical account of the Bulger case, Blake Morrison (1997) recalls the

Online soliciting of children 11
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rape of a 14-year-old girl at a party he attended when he was 15. He uses the story to illustrate

that most of us experienced events in our youth of which we are now embarrassed or ashamed;

after all, children can be selfish, promiscuous and unconstrained. Perhaps social networking

sites and mobile phones simply offer a new means and a new lexicon with which to explore

their identities, including their psycho-socio-sexual make-up, and exert power over their

peers. The Sunday Mercury article cited above notes perceptively that, for young people, the

virtual realm represents a space for teenage rebellion: ‘‘children see MySpace literally as their

own space away from parents’’ (Sunday Mercury, 14 April 2008). Despite the age restrictions

imposed on social networking sites (Bebo and Facebook state that users must be 13 or older,

while MySpace users must be 14 years), many children simply lie about their age to gain

access and girls, in particular, use the internet to flaunt their emerging sexuality:

A trawl of social network sites revealed the shocking, highly personal content youngsters

are uploading for all to see. They include a 15 year-old girl whose profile picture, which

can be viewed by anyone, focuses on her breasts. Another 15 year-old is pictured sitting

provocatively, exposing her breasts and bare legs up to her thigh. And we found one

16 year-old girl who is seen posing in her underwear in dozens of photographs. (Sunday

Mercury, 14 April 2008)

The pervasiveness of images of young women asserting their sexual agency on networking

sites and on YouTube may be unsettling, but it is arguable that they are simply using a new

channel to express what is essentially ‘‘normal’’ adolescent behaviour, especially in a culture

which increasingly attaches less stigma to nudity, confessional and explicit material in

published diaries and blogs, and open displays of sexuality. Of course, the inherent properties

of the internet*its anonymity, immediacy, global reach, etc.*make it a rather different

prospect to, for example, writing to a penfriend, but perhaps it is not quite as novel, unusual

or exploitative as media reporting sometimes suggests. In support of this view, in January

2009 a report was published in the United States which appeared to contradict what we

know*or think we know*about online grooming of children by adults. The 278-page

document, compiled by the Berkman Center for Internet and Society at Harvard University

(2009), reported on the findings of the Internet Safety Technical Task Force, a group made up

of 49 Attorneys-General and representatives of internet service providers (ISPs) and social

networking sites. The taskforce were charged with examining the problem of sexual

solicitation of children online; their conclusion was that there is not a significant problem,

and that the reality of online grooming runs counter to popular perceptions of the dangers

reinforced by depictions in the media.

On the other hand, at precisely the time that the Harvard study was published, saying

that the internet is not an especially dangerous place for children, police in the United

Kingdom were appealing for sightings of a 15-year-old girl from the North of England who

had disappeared with a 49-year-old man with whom she had been communicating on

Facebook for six months. The couple were tracked down by police in France and the offender,

Robert Williams, admitted having sex with the victim and another girl aged 16. Williams was

arrested, convicted and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment. There have been many other

high-profile cases of girls disappearing ‘‘on holiday’’ or going away to ‘‘start a new life’’ with

older men they have met in chatrooms. In the immediate aftermath of several high-profile

abductions of children in 2003 (Sarah Payne, Millie Dowler, Holly Wells and Jessica

Chapman) the media spun out the panic through the summer of 2003 by reporting numerous

incidents in which girls went missing with male acquaintances. Several stories appeared about

girls targeted by men on the internet, including the case of a 12-year-old who disappeared to

Europe with a 31-year-old American marine and a 14-year-old who went on holiday with a

12 Y. Jewkes
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46-year-old ‘‘family friend’’. In addition, throughout August and September 2003, much

media coverage was devoted to cases involving 14- and 15-year-old girls who went missing

with their 16- or 17-year-old boyfriends.

Media distortions and perverse consequences

There are four points that are pertinent to this discussion. First, the frequency and

salaciousness with which the popular media report online sexual offences against children

creates societal perceptions that this type of online behaviour is common and amplifies

concerns over the associated risks for young people (Bryce, 2010). In fact, sex crimes against

minors are relatively rare. Quayle (2010) illustrates the point:

[T]he Internet Safety Technical Taskforce (2008) argue that although they are frequently

reported in the media, US Internet sex crimes against minors have not overtaken the

number of unmediated sex crimes against minors, nor have they contributed to a rise in

such crimes. The report states that the increased popularity of the Internet in the United

States has not been correlated with an overall increase in reported sexual offenses.

Evidence is cited from the US that overall, sexual offenses against children have declined

in the last 18 years (National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, 2006), with

research indicating a dramatic reduction in reports of sexual offenses against children

from 1992 to 2006.

Reliable UK statistics on child abductions by strangers are notoriously hard to find. According

to the National Child Helpline, ‘‘in the past two to three years’’ 25 children or young people

(22 of them girls) have met predators after initial contact made online, and have been

subjected to a serious sexual assault, although these represent only incidents that were

reported and where the offender was convicted. However, we can say confidently that

victimization is not as random as the media would have us believe. That there may be

common risk factors is underlined by the fact that the girls referred to above were described

routinely in court and by the media as ‘‘vulnerable’’, ‘‘naive’’, ‘‘besotted’’, ‘‘depressed’’ and

‘‘lacking confidence’’ (BBC News, 11 June 2009). The fact that these girls were all under the

age of consent makes the media construction of them as victims understandable. None the

less, there has been little media discussion of the fact that they were all willing partners who

left their families under no coercion. The complex issues of morality that underpins these

cases (what do the male offenders offer these girls that was otherwise missing from their lives?

How would these cases be treated in countries where the age of consent for girls is lower?)

tends to be elided in favour of the simple explanation that they were the passive victims of

male manipulators who tricked them into leaving the safety of their loving families.

Secondly, it has arguably taken a long time for the police to begin to address the problem

of online child sexual abuse and for many years they have been playing catch-up with online

offenders. Limited resources, lack of technological expertise, a tendency to target ‘‘low-

hanging fruit’’ and an occupational culture resistant to new challenges are among the

impediments to policing successfully online abuse of children (Jewkes, 2010; Jewkes &

Andrews, 2005, 2007) but, thankfully, law enforcement is now beginning to reflect the

changing technological and cultural landscape. The launch of the Child Exploitation and

Online Protection (CEOP) Centre in 2006 underlines the UK police’s commitment to

stemming the global internet trade in child pornography. One of their achievements has been

to develop a proactive strategy based on specialist intelligence. An initiative that has proved

reasonably successful is the employment of undercover officers posing as children on fake
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websites and in chatrooms to lure potential abusers, although investigators are hampered

somewhat by the law. The charge of ‘‘grooming’’, first announced by the Home Secretary in

November 2002 and incorporated into the Sexual Offences Act 2003, has caused concern

among civil liberties groups because it is designed to target adults who meet a child after

contact has been made on the internet but before any offence has taken place, raising the

question of whether thinking about sexual acts is the same as committing them. Additionally

of concern is the fact that the maximum sentence originally was conceived as five years, but

during the final stages of the Bill it was decided to bring the sentence for grooming into line

with other child sex offences and increase it to 10 years (Gillespie, 2004). However, even if a

case reaches court, proving intent is notoriously difficult for the police and prosecutors. This

legislation enables the police to carry out ‘‘sting’’ operations by posing as children in internet

chatrooms and then arranging to meet the unsuspecting groomers at a ‘‘real’’ location, but

they are not legally entitled to entrap a suspect (for an overview of sexual grooming, see

Craven et al., 2006, 2007).

The third point to emerge from our discussion is that, despite the hysterical tone adopted

by a media that are happy to peddle overtly sexualized images of young people in other

contexts, the issue of internet-related sexual exploitation of children remains a somewhat hazy

and intangible concept in the collective public conscience. Despite Jenkins’ assertion that the

involvement of children guarantees news coverage of a story, this is not necessarily the case. In

fact, Jenkins (2008) has himself described recently the problem of child pornography as a

potential moral panic that simply ‘‘failed to launch’’. The primary reasons for lack of public

engagement with an offence that would appear to have all the requisite components to

detonate a panic boil down to the institutions which control ‘‘official’’ information on the

subject (the police and, in the United States, the Federal Bureau of Investigation) and their

lack of technological understanding, together with journalists’ lack of access to the problem

itself and the moral and legal embargos on investigating crimes involving the sexual abuse of

children (Jenkins, 2008; Jewkes, 2010; Jewkes & Andrews, 2005, 2007). Another related

example is sexual abuse within the family (online and offline) which remains so low down on

the media’s agenda as to render it virtually invisible. The mass media persist in preserving the

image of the ideal family and underplaying or ignoring the fact that sexual violence exists*

indeed, is endemic*in all communities, and that sexual abuse of children is more likely to

occur within the family than at the hands of a stranger. The reluctance on the part of

journalists, and the wider public for whom they write, to acknowledge the reality of abuse by

men or women within the family*which accounts for more incidents and is arguably more

damaging in the long term than assaults by strangers*reflects a powerful emotional and

intellectual block. Incest is, quite simply, ‘‘a crime too far’’ (Greer, 2003, p. 188).

At the same time as protecting the institution of the family, the media have reinforced the

belief that paedophiles (and hebephiles) are a separate species, a breed apart, and the agenda on

child protection is still dominated largely by a view of the child sex offender that is laden with

very specific ideas and assumptions. Yet research from clinical psychology has found

overwhelmingly that offenders (both of child pornography offences and grooming and contact

offences) are in most respects a diverse and heterogeneous group (Taylor & Quayle, 2003;

Wolak et al., 2005; c.f. Jewkes & Andrews, 2007). However, even though the scale of abuse

perpetrated by priests, teachers, local authority-employed carers, police officers and other

‘‘upstanding’’members of the community has, in recent years, had to be acknowledged by the

media and other social institutions, it is muted in comparison to the coverage given to

individualswho fit the archetype of the ‘‘dirty oldman’’ or social misfit. This has been illustrated

most recently by reports linking individuals to the disappearance of the four-year-old British

girl, Madeleine McCann, from a Portuguese holiday resort. The Telegraph (28 January 2008)
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carried a photograph of a ‘‘Spanish loner’’ who, with ‘‘his thick moustache, dark, straggly hair

and protruding teeth’’, admits ‘‘he resembles a sketch of a ‘scruffy’ suspect’’ wanted for

questioning. Another suspect, described bywitnesses as a ‘‘very ugly’’manwith ‘‘pitted skin and

a large nose’’ (Independent, 7 May 2009), was identified by tabloids as ‘‘convicted paedophile’’

RaymondHewlett, who led a nomadic existence and had a ‘‘desperate hand-to-mouth lifestyle’’

(Daily Record, 22 May 2009).

Research also indicates that a small but significant number of offenders are women,

adolescents and children (including children who have themselves been abused), although it is

impossible to estimate with any accuracy the numbers involved, due partly to the probable

under-reporting of female-perpetrated and child-on-child offences (Taylor & Quayle, 2003).

This is not the case as far as the media are concerned, however. In line with other cardinal news

values it tends to be the most unusual, dramatic and titillating stories concerning offences

committed by young people, women and celebrities or high-status individuals*in other words,

the stories that most undermine the press’s dominant conservative moral ideology*which are

reported by the popular media and come to occupy a particularly symbolic place in the

collective psyche. For example, the trial of Plymouth nursery worker Vanessa George, charged

in June 2009 on four counts of sexually assaulting children, and three of making, possessing and

distributing indecent images of children, led to her being described in one tabloid headline as

‘‘Public Enemy Number One’’ (Sun, 12 June 2009). All the main daily newspapers carried

stories about the angry crowd that gathered outside the court to shout abuse at her and several

reported that her husband and two teenage children had disowned her. The relish with which

the popular press recounted the ‘‘gauntlet of hate’’ (Sun, 12 June 2009) she faced as she entered

the court appears to tap into, and magnify, deep-seated public fears about deviant women

(Jewkes, 2004). [Another recent case that appears to buck this trend of highly condemnatory

and inflammatory media reporting is that of Helen Goddard, the 26-year-old public school

music teacher who pleaded guilty to six charges of sexual activity with a 15-year-old pupil in

August 2009. The teacher who ‘‘looked like a teenager’’ was a ‘‘devout Christian with a

glittering career ahead of her’’ as an ‘‘exceptionally gifted musician’’ (Daily Mail, 22 August

2009). The ‘‘victim’’, meanwhile, was not only a willing and complicit partner who expressed

her wish to continue the relationship when she reached 16, but had the support of her parents in

doing so. The story was constructed, then, as one which, inmany senses, upholds a conservative

moral ideology. As the Daily Mail (22 August 2009) put it: ‘‘Her best hope is that she is

treated, not as a paedophile, but as someone who has made an inexcusably stupid mistake’’;

http://tinyurl.com/n67dka.]

Finally, what we can say with some certainty is that the privatization and virtualization of

social interaction has implications for individuals’ safety in the public realm. In a pre-internet

age, urban theorist Jane Jacobs (1961) argued that the bedrock of a humane and

compassionate urban civilization rests on providing both for safety for strangers and safety

from strangers. Public spaces become safe places when they are in fairly constant use; they

work in mutually supportive, interconnected ways to enhance public security and trust by

attracting the kind of public attention, interaction, circulation, watching and listening that

keeps them safe*a kind of unconscious policing by all who occupy and move through them.

In other words, there is safety in numbers. Social retreat to the virtual realm has precisely the

opposite effect. Adults who groom children via the internet and mobile phones rely on privacy

and secrecy, and parents of young victims often express amazement that intense and sustained

communication was occurring between their child and a predatory ‘‘paedophile’’ under their

roof. Moreover, not only does the media’s obsession with ‘‘stranger danger’’ give a

(statistically false) impression that the public sphere is unsafe and the private sphere is safe,

it also influences decisions about the prioritization of resources towards very visible
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preventative measures, such as funding the Internet Watch Foundation and legislating to

ensure that ISPs protect users and block insecure sites. Meanwhile, money is directed away

from initiatives such as police Child Protection Units with the result, some maintain, of

actually putting children in the community at risk (Cullen, 2003).

Concluding thoughts

Opinion is divided about whether the inherent properties of the internet encourage

individuals who would not otherwise commit such offences, or whether it has simply made

easier (and, in some senses, easier to detect) crimes that were occurring previously anyway.

Whatever the case, the problem of online grooming of children by predatory

‘‘paedophiles’’*and, indeed, the wider context of internet-facilitated sexual abuse of children

including the trade in pornographic images*remains a worrying yet somewhat tenuous

concern. As we have seen, the presentation of an archetype of the ‘‘paedophile’’ has multiple

outcomes. Itmakes the topic less uncomfortable as it feeds into a familiar stereotype and enables

the public to disassociate themselves from the individual described, while simultaneously

maintaining the horror of the unknownpredator (Ashenden, 2002). It also avoids any real risk to

the essential structures of society. Those who look for alternative explanations are silenced or

condemned as wet liberals seeking to make excuses for the worst examples of human depravity.

Not only does this close down further aetiological inquiry, it also allows the community to

remain intact emotionally and physically. At one and the same time, then, the moral panic over

‘‘paedophilia’’ has perpetuated the notion that sexual dangerousness resides in strangers and

that those strangers are not like ‘‘us’’. However, as Morrison (1997) reminds us, at the same

time as we recall, and recoil from, our own memories of ourselves as youths, we hang on to the

ideal of children as precious innocents who must be protected from the sordid and the spoiled.

No wonder that out of such incongruity, when children commit sexual offences, or knowingly

expose themselves to risk of victimization of sexual offences, or simply assert their sexual

agency, a deep and pervasive cultural unease is born.
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